LAZINESS of God's people...
Most of us who name the name of God Jehovah of The Holy Bible are lazy, pursuing only our self interests in
pursuit of personal pleasure rather than acting in God's interests which benefits others.
If every Church in America would simply adopt 1 homeless person to care for, we would have zero homeless in
America today.
If every Church attender would simply witness to and win the soul of 1 lost person every year, America would
be the Godly nation our God intended when he gave it to us to escape dictator led religions.
If every Christian would simply obey God's word, there would be no false religions in this nation soon and on
this planet in a generation or two. Muslims would be happy to follow God Jehovah if we simply obeyed God's
word to LOVE others like we do our own selfish self.
My spiritual mentor, Pastor Oswald Chambers, calls it "Incarnate Laziness" and says it this way in the early
1900's...
"Don't put your mental feet on the mantelpiece and say - What a marvelous state of mind to be in! ACT
immediately, do something, if only because you would rather NOT do it. If in a prayer meeting God has shown
you something to do, don't say "I'll do it" - DO IT!
Take yourself up by the scruff of the neck and shake off your incarnate laziness. Laziness is always seen in
cravings for the high hour (Sunday morning Church) and we talk about working up to a time on the mountain
top (Sunday morning Church).
We have to learn to live in the gray day according to what we saw on the mountain top.
(This part was written for me...) Don't cave in because you have been baffled once, get at it again. Burn your
bridges behind you, and stand committed to God BY YOUR OWN ACTIONS. Never revise your decisions, but
see that you make your decisions in the light of the high hour."
We are too lazy to pray...myself included. We are too lazy to Feed the Hungry. We are too lazy to Clothe the
Naked. We are too lazy to Shelter the Homeless. We are too lazy to Preach the Good News.
We are too lazy to Train Disciples.
Muslims are not. They burn their bridges behind them and stand committed to their misguided concept of God.
Who then will win the world over? The lazy will never win the world to our God Jehovah.
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